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the legion: volume 1, the first chapter of this two-part release, begins with the legionnaires traveling to the 30th century and presenting themselves to superman. only five are actually able to make it to the 31st century, but the results are what you'd expect. superman immediately
takes it upon himself to train them, but the legionnaires are in no position to be taken seriously. they don't realize this, so they call out to the superman of the past for help. superman, however, is not quite the superman of legend, so he convinces these "new" superman to train

them in the "old" way. and it works! the legionnaires are now the best, but they have to work hard to maintain their stability. superman explains that they're part of an interdimensional force called the legion of super-heroes. the legionnaires are chosen because of their vast
telepathic powers, and they act as a team to stop evil. a 3000 years ago on a planet in the alpha centauri galaxy, the legionnaires are attacked by gor-trol. the sheer violence of the attack, combined with the legionnaires telekinetic powers, sends them into the past! when they get
back to the present, the gor-trol have reappeared. this time, they are on earth. in order to save the world, they must train quickly in order to defeat the gor-trol. in the process, the legionnaires learn a few things about themselves and their abilities. 1.1 ( season 1)# - 7.20 ( season
2)childrens hospital is an american medical comedy television series created by childrens hospital creator rob corddry for the u.s. network abc. the series premiered on october 10, 2009 to moderate ratings, attracting more than 13 million viewers and ranking first in its time slot.

young dr. robert 'bob' magnus (rob corddry) has a successful career as a tenured, board-certified pediatric surgeon, despite being a mediocre surgeon at best. in addition, bob is a very private person, who stays home with his wife, jane (lisa edelstein), and two children, susan (sara
jean underwood) and eric (tom everett scott). when his attempt to use aggressive treatment on a patient results in a disastrous outcome, bob is relegated to the suburbs to recuperate in a rundown, three-story hospital. with the hospital in need of drastic renovation, bob convinces
the hospital management to hire dr. nai-jen chen (rachael harris), a newly hired, highly skilled pediatric cardiothoracic surgeon. as their relationship grows, bob is determined to prove to himself and to his family that they will adapt to life in the new and unfamiliar place of suburban
medicine. the first season aired on fridays at 9:30 am in the fall of 2009. the series was renewed for a second season in may 2010. it premiered on september 27, 2010, and aired thursdays at 9:00 pm. the first two seasons were produced by 3 arts entertainment and abc studios, in
association with shutterstitch productions, with gary gilbert, will boag, and michael engler serving as executive producers. season 3 was produced by cartoon hangover and warner bros. animation. the series had a softer timeslot after its first two seasons, moving to monday nights
in the autumn of 2011 at 8:30 pm. in order to accommodate the new timeslot, the show was moved to fridays in 2012. the series was renewed for a fourth season on april 22, 2011. on july 20, 2011, abc announced that it had renewed childrens hospital for a fifth season. season 5
premiered on april 19, 2012 and was also the last season of the series to be produced by 3 arts and warner bros. the series finale aired on may 11, 2012. the fourth and fifth seasons were produced by cartoon hangover. the show is produced at ab studios in association with warner
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pero por fin alguien entendi que el suelo es tan importante como la área en la que apoyas los pies.. encima de todo, ojo a que hay legion de heroes temporada 2 temporada creciendo los costosos del coche, despues de una temporada de mucho sueño, encima de algunas dudas
legirian y escribiran demas en los alegres gustos de los fanboys y fangirls que ya han hecho el viaje por fin a california en busca de una festivale más de legion de superheroes. but now in the second installment, the series has completely kicked off its second season with a story arc
that puts a lot of weight onto some of the characters. this show already has one of my favorite glaad award nominees in the title character of the show, a black gay man named kevin ocana. legion already had a good run as a relatively new show, and it deserves all the recognition

in the world. and now, it has an even more involved and exciting story arc that will surely propel this show into a new level. a fourth "goth" queen turns out to be neither a girl nor a boy; she is a genderfluid trans person named coco. as a transgender person myself, i am really
happy for the show. as with the 3rd season, it features a mix of very talented queens from the uk and the us. the judges of season three were katy cadaver, who was the winner of season three of rupaul's drag race all stars and didn't quite make the top three of that season. in

season three, the judges included derrick barry, who had been a part of the first season of rupaul's drag race all stars and had not quite made the cut as one of the top three. she is currently a member of the musical duo "the go-go's." ricci guidi is a drag queen, glamazon, cabaret,
and a world famous burlesque dancer. season 3 was a bit hit and miss, but it seems to be getting better for season four. 5ec8ef588b
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